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ABSTRACT

Fast response time for modern web services that include numerous distributed and lightweight microservices becomes increasingly important due to its business impact. While hardware-only resource scaling approaches (e.g., FIRM [47] and PARSLO [40]) have been proposed to mitigate response time fluctuations on critical microservices, the re-adaptation of soft resources (e.g., threads or connections) that control the concurrency of hardware resource usage has been largely ignored. This paper shows that the soft resource adaptation of critical microservices has a significant impact on system scalability because either under- or over-allocation of soft resources can lead to inefficient usage of underlying hardware resources. We present Sora, an intelligent, fast soft resource adaptation management framework for quickly identifying and adjusting the optimal concurrency level of critical microservices to mitigate service-level objective (SLO) violations. Sora leverages online fine-grained system metrics and the propagated deadline along the critical path of request execution to quickly and accurately provide optimal concurrency setting for critical microservices. Based on six real-world bursty workload traces and two representative microservices benchmarks (Sock Shop and Social Network), our experimental results show that Sora can effectively mitigate large response time fluctuations and reduce the 99th percentile latency by up to 2.5× compared to the hardware-only scaling strategy FIRM [47] and 1.5× to the state-of-the-art concurrency-aware system scaling strategy ConScale.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, modern user-facing applications have witnessed a wide adoption of microservices-based architecture. Many industry practitioners, such as Twitter [1], Netflix [5], and Alibaba [36], have migrated their applications from the classic monolithic design to microservices. An important reason is that the microservices-based architecture can decouple an application into tens or hundreds of loosely-coupled microservices to provide superior scalability. The scalable fine-grained component microservices [46] can provide greater performance control by only adding system resources to the components needing extra capacity. However, achieving efficient resource scaling for microservices is challenging since the applications must meet stringent Service-Level Objectives (SLOs) like bounded response time while handling the naturally bursty workload. For example, Amazon found that every 100ms of latency cost them 1% in sales when facing 20× normal-trafic of peak load over holidays (e.g., Black Friday) [15].

A recent study [47] explored the hardware-only resource scaling approach for the critical microservice instances to handle the bursty workload. A significant insight is that the transient contention of low-level shared hardware resources such as caches and memory is the major contributing factor to service-level objectives (SLOs) violation. However, they barely discuss the complex soft resource (e.g., threads or database connections) re-adaptation of these microservices to match the hardware resource changes after the system scaling, which has been shown to impact the overall system performance significantly [33, 64]. For example, Figure 1 shows that the hardware-only Kubernetes Horizontal Pod Autoscaling [7] cannot reduce the response time spikes due to over-allocation of the database connection pool inside the critical microservice. Recent work [33] has proposed a Concurrency-aware system Scaling (ConScale) framework that can quickly adapt key servers’ soft resource allocations after system scaling. However, ConScale is throughput...
In this paper, we propose Sora, an online soft resource adaptation management framework to quickly recommend and reconfigure soft resource allocations (e.g., server threads and database connections) for critical microservices to mitigate large response time variations. Sora leverages online fine-grained monitoring metrics (e.g., throughput, response time, and concurrency) to capture the runtime state of each component microservice and then integrates the runtime propagated deadline of critical microservices along the critical paths in the system for the prediction of rational concurrency settings.

Our Sora approach is based on two key observations. First, concurrency settings are controlled by soft resource allocations, which greatly impact the effective use of underlying hardware resources. For example, a conservative allocation (e.g., too small thread pool) may choke concurrent request processing that creates long request queues (thus longer delay), while a liberal allocation often wastes hardware resources such as CPU and memory. Second, concurrency settings have a large impact on the response time distribution of each runtime microservice; thus, the optimal setting is sensitive to the runtime deadline of critical microservices along the critical path. Figure 1 shows the need for Sora, which is applied to the runtime adaptation of a database connection pool size of the critical microservice Catalogue when scaling the Sock Shop [6] microservices benchmark application to achieve both good performance and high efficiency.

The first contribution of the paper is an empirical demonstration (based on two representative microservice benchmarks, Sock Shop [6] and Social Network [16]) that optimal concurrency settings can shift significantly under varied deadline requirements and system runtime conditions. For example, we show that a sub-optimal allocation of threads under the same hardware provisioning (e.g., CPU limit) could become the optimal allocation once we change the response time deadline from 250ms to 150ms (see Figures 3(a) and 3(b)). We also observed that, given the same response time deadline, the optimal thread pool size for a microservice instance has a non-linear increase from 10 to 30 after the CPU limit scales up from 2-core to 4-core (see Figures 3(a) and 3(c)).

The second contribution is our novel Scatter-Concurrency-Goodput (SCG) model, which integrates response time deadline into the runtime concurrency adaptation management when scaling microservices in clouds. Our model takes fine-grained runtime monitoring metrics (e.g., throughput, response time, and concurrency) as input and makes dynamic concurrency adaptation decisions based on a propagated deadline of the critical microservice, which can capture each subtle change of system runtime conditions (Section 3).

The third contribution is the design and implementation of the Sora framework, which exploits our latency-sensitive SCG model to coordinate the hardware and soft resources provisioning in microservices scaling management (Section 4). We conduct extensive experiments using six real-world bursty workload traces [17] (see Table 2), and our experimental results demonstrate that Sora can effectively alleviate large response time fluctuations and reduce the 99th percentile latencies by up to 2.5× compared to state-of-the-art hardware-only scaling strategy FIRM [47], and 1.5× to the state-of-the-art concurrency-aware system scaling strategy ConScale [33].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents experimental evidence that sub-optimal soft resource allocation leads to significant performance loss. Section 3 introduces our Scatter-Concurrency-Goodput (SCG) model. Section 4 illustrates the design and implementation of our framework Sora. Section 5 shows the experimental results under six real-world workload traces. Section 6 discusses the scalability and applicability of Sora. Section 7 summarizes the related work, and Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

2.1 Soft Resources in Microservices

Hardware resources such as CPU, memory, and network are well-defined components in the performance evaluation of computer systems. We use the term soft resources to refer to the system software components such as threads and TCP connections that utilize hardware resources. For example, threads use CPU and memory, and TCP connections multiplex network I/O. In general, soft resources are key system components that control the concurrency level of a server and facilitate the sharing of hardware resources. Previous studies [37, 38, 65] have demonstrated that optimal soft resource allocation (e.g., thread pool and connection pool) plays an important role in the scalability of traditional monolithic n-tier web-facing applications in clouds because either under- or over-allocation could cause inefficient use of underlying hardware resources. Compared to traditional monolithic n-tier architectures, finding the optimal soft resource allocation for microservices-based applications is a greater challenge due to the following three reasons:

Finer-grained resource management. Unlike traditional monolithic n-tier architectures that deploy servers on physical machines or VMs, microservices adopt a more lightweight and more agile container-based virtualization technique such as Docker [14],
OpenVZ [62], and Linux Containers [12]. In this case, container-based microservices can support even finer-grained resource management than VM-based applications. For example, the Kubernetes container-orchestration system provides CPU quotas level resource allocation among microservices [30]. Such finer-grained hardware resource management makes precise matching of hardware and soft resource allocations a great challenge.

**Heterogeneous service implementation.** Microservices-based applications are typically integrated with component services implemented in different programming languages and platforms. For example, the Cart service in the Sock Shop application [6] is built upon SpringBoot [57], which adopts an embedded thread pool to manage connections. On the other hand, the Catalogue service is written in Golang [19], which delegates connection management to asynchronous goroutines (Figure 2). The heterogeneity of component services in microservices-based applications complicates the overall optimal soft resource allocations since each component service may have its own unique characteristics and demand for optimal soft resource allocation.

**Complex inter-service dependency.** Compared to traditional monolithic n-tier architectures, microservices-based applications generally have a more complex inter-service dependency [36]. This is because microservices decompose the application into small, singular, and discrete services that implement business logic, resulting in a significantly large number of microservices components. For example, JD.com, China’s largest e-commerce site, runs approximately 34,000 microservices on a 500,000-container cluster [32]. Each microservice typically interacts with hundreds or even thousands of other microservices, sometimes forming a long invocation chain. Such complex inter-service dependency makes it difficult to identify critical component services and conduct corresponding soft resource allocation tuning.

### 2.2 Experimental Setup

We adopt two representative open-sourced microservice benchmarks: **Sock Shop** [6] with 11 component microservices and **Social Network** with 36 microservices from DeathStarBench Suite [16] (see Figure 2). Sock Shop is an e-commerce website that allows customers to navigate and purchase different types of socks. Social Network is a broadcast-style social network website that allows users to publish and read social media posts. To illustrate the complexity of optimal soft resource allocations for heterogeneous component services, we evaluate three representative soft resources from the two benchmark applications — the thread pool in a SpringBoot-based microservice (i.e., Cart), the database connection pool in a Golang-based microservice (i.e., Catalogue), and the request connection pool in an Apache Thrift-based microservice (i.e., Home-Timeline). To simulate normal user access to the applications, we use the classic RUBBoS workload generator [11] to send HTTP requests. The request rate follows a Poisson distribution with the mean determined by the number of simulated users.

We run experiments in our private VMware ESXi cluster [63]. Our cluster consists of 6 bare metal servers equipped with two Intel Xeon E5-2603v3 processors (6 cores each @ 1.6GHz) and 16GB of RAM. We deployed 18 VMs in the cluster, and each VM was configured with 4 vCPUs, 4GB RAM, and 30GB disk space. Furthermore, we set up a Kubernetes cluster for container orchestration and management. We run each microservice in one container and further distribute the containers on the cluster. Docker (version 19.03.13) was used as the container runtime engine, and the Flannel network was used for Kubernetes pod networking. In this paper, we use the terms “pod” and “container” interchangeably since we use the most common one-container-per-pod model [49].

### 2.3 Shifting of Optimal Soft Resource Allocation during Runtime

Industry practitioners usually conduct offline parameter tuning [65] or sandboxing [25] to identify the appropriate soft resource allocations (i.e., concurrency settings) in microservices to improve resource efficiency and meet their performance expectations. Web-based e-commerce applications are typically latency-sensitive, whereas Service Level Agreements (SLAs) are commonly used to specify the desired response time of user requests to avoid potential revenue loss. In this paper, we use a simplified SLA model to illustrate the revenue tradeoffs between throughput and response time and further evaluate the appropriate concurrency settings. Our results suggest that static soft resource allocations are not efficacious forever in the production phase. Fast and accurate runtime optimal soft resource adaptation is critical to realizing stable system performance.

For our simplified SLA model, we set a single threshold for the end-to-end response time of requests (e.g., 250ms). We only count requests with a response time equal to or below the threshold, defined as *goodput*. On the contrary, the sum of requests with their response time higher than the threshold is defined as *badput*. The sum of goodput and badput amounts is the traditional definition of throughput. The goodput model provides a better quantitative performance evaluation of latency-sensitive web applications than the throughput model since it considers the potential revenue loss due to long response time. Then we rely on the goodput model to tune the soft resource allocations in the benchmark applications and observe factors that may lead to the shifting of “optimal” concurrency settings during system runtime.

**Response Time Threshold Changing.** We initially set a 250ms response time threshold for requests accessing the Cart service from...
Figure 3: “Optimal” soft resource allocation shifts for Cart and Post Storage as response time threshold, hardware provisioning, or system state changes.

The response time threshold affects the goodput measurement because different threads allocation may lead to different response time distributions. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the response time distribution graphs when the 4-core Cart service was allocated 30 and 80 threads, respectively. By comparing the two distributions, the 80-thread case clearly achieves a higher goodput than the 30-thread with the response time threshold of 150ms. However, the performance order is reversed once we reset the response time threshold to 250ms since more requests fall within 250ms in the 30-thread case than that in the 80-thread case. Such experimental results have two implications: (1) the response time threshold has a large impact on the optimal concurrency setting based on goodput; (2) adapting concurrency settings according to changing response time thresholds for microservices in the production phase is necessary.

Hardware Resource Scaling. The vertical scaling (e.g., adding or removing # of CPU cores) would affect the optimal concurrency setting of a microservice instance. Figures 3(a) and 3(c) show that the “optimal” thread pool allocation to reach the highest goodput (with 250ms response time threshold) shifts from 10 to 30 when the CPU limit for the Cart service scales up from 2-core to 4-core. This is because the original optimal concurrency setting (i.e., 10 server threads) becomes under-allocation and cannot fully utilize 4 CPU cores after the system scaling. We have observed consistent experimental results about the shift of optimal database connection pool allocation in the Catalogue service as the CPU limit scales up.

System State Drifting. The system state of the backend services could drift over runtime due to continuous dataset updates or software upgrades, which leads to variations of the service time of the involved service accordingly. Here we evaluate the Post Storage service from Social Network and manually control the number of posts accessed by the users to evaluate the impact of requests with a light (retrieve 2 posts) and heavy (retrieve 10 posts) computation on the optimal soft resource allocation. The computation for each user request is proportional to the number of accessed posts. Figures 3(e) and 3(f) show the optimal connections to the Post Storage service (from the upstream Home Timeline service) shift from 10 to 30 once the same type of requests changes from light to heavy due to the state drifting of the dataset.

The above empirical observations demonstrate that different soft resource allocations incur large performance variations. The optimal soft resource allocation is always changing during system runtime, depending on factors such as response time threshold selection and runtime system conditions. Due to the naturally bursty workload and the frequent hardware resource scaling in cloud environments, service providers need an online model that can quickly...
For example, either Cart or Catalogue can become the critical path in the execution of a Catalogue request (see Figure 5), depending on the underlying resource contention and external user inputs. **The dynamic behavior of critical paths** would amplify the end-to-end response time variations, which impacts the goodput measurement and decreases the accuracy of model estimation.

### 3.2 Model Description

Our Scatter-Concurrency Goodput (SCG) model addresses the limitations of classic online throughput-based models in two ways. First, the SCG model uses goodput to improve the model sensitivity. This is because the goodput measurement requires a response time threshold, which takes response time into account. For example, Figure 6(a) (in phase 3) characterizes the theoretical relationship (known as the main sequence curve) between the goodput and the concurrency of a microservice instance. The server goodput increases almost linearly as the concurrency increases until it reaches the maximum. As the concurrency continues to increase, the server goodput starts to decrease because the increasing response time exceeds the pre-defined threshold, and the requests with long response times do not count into the goodput measurement. Therefore, the maximum goodput is highly related to the response time threshold.

Second, the SCG model can handle large variations of metrics measurement by filtering out partial “noisy” requests with long response times. Due to the complex system dynamics, large variations of the classic concurrency-throughput pairs adopted by online throughput models (without filtering out “noisy” requests) make the main sequence curve extraction extremely difficult from the scatter graph [33]. On the other hand, the goodput model can easily localize the knee point from the scatter graph after filtering the requests with bounded response time (see Figure 6(b) in phase 3).

Our SCG model identifies the optimal concurrency setting based on a statistical analysis of each microservice’s real-time goodput and concurrency. Figure 6 shows an overview of the SCG model and illustrates the four major phases in the online optimal concurrency estimation workflow.

**Critical Service Localization Phase** aims to quickly and accurately identify the critical path in the request call graph and further localize the critical service for concurrency adaptation. The critical path should be the path with the longest processing time in the request execution graph, which occupies a significant portion of the end-to-end response time. The **critical service** refers to the bottlenecked microservice on the identified critical path. Inspired by FIRM [47], we adopt a two-step method to localize the critical service. First, we evaluate the resource utilization of each microservice. The high resource utilization indicates a candidate critical service. The server goodput reaches its capacity, which possibly leads to request congestion. Second, we profile the processing time of the i-th microservice \( PT_i \), and the end-to-end response time of the critical path \( RT_{cp} \), based on the arrival and departure timestamps of each request. We further calculate the cumulative probability (e.g., \( P(CP) \)) of the critical service since a large value indicates that the corresponding microservice contributes more to the end-to-end latency variation. In fact, the

---

1A critical path to a call graph (triggered by a user request) is defined as the path of maximal duration that starts with the user request and ends with the final response.
We record the timestamps of each message (including requests and responses) that arrives/leaves each service, so the sum of the processing time of all upstream services can be calculated. Then the response time threshold of critical service will not be affected by the inter-dependency of upstream services. Take the Cart service as an example (see critical path 1 in Figure 5), suppose the SLA requirement of the Cart request is 150ms, and we identify the Cart service as the critical service. We then measure the processing time of the front-end service (i.e., upstream of Cart) as 10ms, so the response time threshold of the Cart service should be 140ms.

**Metrics Collection Phase** calculates goodput through 1) the fine-grained measured throughput (e.g., at 100ms granularity) and 2) the deadline information of the critical service extracted in the previous phase. We collect a series of pairs $< Q_n, GP_n >$ sampled at 100ms granularity within a short period (e.g., 3 mins) to generate the scatter graph, shown in Figure 6(b). For a specific server concurrency $Q_n$, we calculate the average goodput $GP_n$. After that, a series of pairs $< Q_n, GP_n >$ are prepared for the next phase. We note that we do not need to specifically configure the range of goodput and concurrency since the real-time concurrency of each microservice varies significantly due to dynamic workload. Due to the naturally bursty workload, the shape of the detailed goodput-concurrency curve of the critical service would naturally appear within a few seconds. We notice that too-conservative concurrency settings may affect knee point detection since insufficient concurrency cannot fully utilize the hardware resources (e.g., CPU) to reach the maximum goodput and further blurs the knee point. Hence, we gradually increase the allocation to find a new optimal value. Some advanced exploration policies will be explored in our future work.

**Estimation Phase** finds the optimal concurrency setting (knee point) from a discrete data set (e.g., a series of data pairs $< Q_n, GP_n >$ from the metric collection phase). We consider the knee point of the Main Sequence Curve (see Figure 6(a)) to be the optimal concurrency of the corresponding critical service, which can achieve the highest goodput within the requested deadline (from the RT threshold propagation phase). For example, Figure 7 shows the correlations of Cart concurrency and goodput measured at the 100ms time granularity over the same 3-minute runtime under a bursty workload with a 5ms and a 50ms response time threshold, respectively. We observe that a high response time threshold (i.e., 50ms) leads to a different knee point from that with a low response time threshold (e.g., 5ms) since the goodput measurement is highly sensitive to the response time threshold selection.

### 3.3 Sensitivity Analysis of SCG Model

To provide a fast and accurate optimal concurrency estimation, we apply a simple statistical approach, Kneedle [53], to detect the knee point of the correlation between concurrency and goodput. The knee point is defined as the local maximum of curvature, which may occur when a curve becomes more "flat". In practice, we need to tune the polynomial_degree for each service to provide an accurate estimation. Kneedle uses a smoothing spline to preserve the shape of the original data set, so the degree of polynomial fit will affect the accuracy of knee point estimation. A too-low polynomial degree cannot provide a valid knee point while a too-high polynomial degree...
degree (e.g., 20) would lead to overfitting (i.e., fitting the data noise),
thus degrading the quality of estimation. We adopt an incremental
strategy to identify the minimum polynomial degree to
produce an estimation that matches the profiling data. In our
case, a polynomial degree ranging from 5 to 8 can fit our profiling
data (e.g., 1-minute data) quite well with the sub-second time cost.

Besides, goodput and concurrency sampling interval (e.g., 100ms)
is another important parameter affecting the model estimation
accuracy. Too long a sampling interval cannot capture the transient
variation of concurrency while too short a sampling interval may
incur large variations for goodput and concurrency measurements
that degrade the knee point estimation. In addition, extensive data
points due to short sampling intervals may lead to additional CPU
and memory overhead for online estimation. We evaluate the esti-
mation accuracy of our SCG model with various sampling intervals
on three services and compare their Mean Absolute Percentage
Errors (MAPE [2]), shown in Table 1. We observe that 100ms can
achieve the best estimation accuracy with the minimum MAPE
for all three services. An automatic way to choose a proper time
interval that minimizes the MAPE for all types of microservices is
our future research.

### 4 SORA FRAMEWORK

In this section, we describe the design and implementation of our
framework Sora, which integrates our SCG model to work with
a hardware-only autoscaler to mitigate the large response time
fluctuations when handling bursty workloads (see Figure 8). Sora
first detects critical services based on runtime metrics (e.g., CPU
utilization, request/response timestamps) collected by Monitoring
Module and evokes hardware-only autoscaler inside Reallocation
Module to arrange hardware resource scaling. Then the autoscaler
signals the Concurrency Estimator to query the optimal soft
resources allocation for corresponding services and further trig-
ners soft resource adaptation. Meanwhile, the Concurrency Estima-
tor updates the optimal soft resources settings during runtime by
extracting the fine-grained application-level metrics for the SCG
model (Section 3) to conduct online estimation. We further describe
the design of each module in the following text.

#### 4.1 Module Design

**Monitoring Module** collects both system-level and performance
metrics through a monitoring agent installed in each microser-
vice instance. The system-level metrics include hardware resource
utilizations (e.g., CPU, network I/O, memory) for the hardware-
only autoscaler inside Reallocation Module since many cloud and
service providers (e.g., Amazon EC2 AutoScaling and Kubernetes
HPA/NPA) use these metrics as the scaling indicator [48]. Mean-
while, the Monitoring Module also adopts distributed tracing tools
to record individual requests’ arrival and departure timestamps
within each microservice at millisecond granularity. We implement
an OpenTracing-compliant tracing module inside each microser-
vice inspired by Jaeger [24] and Zipkin [77]. We stored the request
traces in Trace Warehouse for fine-grained performance metrics
extraction.

**Concurrency Estimator** is to update optimal soft resource al-
location based on our SCG model estimation during runtime. It
continuously pulls trace data from the Trace Warehouse for critical
service localization and RT threshold propagation phases inside of
SCG model asynchronously. Processing these request timestamps
can further generate fine-grained concurrency and goodput within
the time window for model estimation. Such a time window should
keep a balance between long enough to have sufficient metrics for
generating the entire trend line and short enough to keep the model
agile to the changes in workload characteristics and system condi-
tions. Based on the 100ms sampling interval and control period of
hardware-only autoscaler (e.g., default 15s in Kubernetes HPA [7]),
we configure a 60s time window setting, which can accumulate 600
data points for knee point estimation.

**Reallocation Module** includes a hardware-only autoscaler to
manage system hardware resources and the Concurrency Adapter
to reallocate the soft resources recommended by the Concurrency
Estimator. Once the hardware-only autoscaler is triggered, it sig-
als the SCG Model to identify the critical services and respond to
the autoscaler for scheduling the hardware resource scaling. The Concurrency Adapter then queries the concurrency settings of
critical services from the Concurrency Estimator and applies

![Figure 8: Sora framework for runtime adapting of optimal concurrency settings for critical microservices.](image-url)
soft resource reallocation after hardware resource scaling. The independent design of applying hardware scaling and concurrency adaptation is to easily integrate our SCG model to the state-of-the-art hardware-only scaling solutions (e.g., Kubernetes HPA/VPA [7] and FIRM [47]). A unified controller can potentially be an ideal solution for this joint optimization problem, which is subject to our future work.

4.2 Implementation Details

Request Tracing Management. Our SCG model relies on distributed tracing to collect detailed request information to generate fine-grained performance metrics to update optimal soft resource allocation. However, efficient management of real-time trace data in a large-scale microservice system is a great challenge [21, 28, 74]. To mitigate this problem, we first use a graph database, Neo4j [4], to efficiently store and query the complex invocations of services. Furthermore, we prepare a separate lightweight database (e.g., MongoDB [3]) for each microservice to store the request/response timestamps of the current service, which removes the overhead of heavy filtering and aggregation that occurs in centralized storage. Meanwhile, we allocate the resource (e.g., CPU) for the monitoring agent with microservices in each VM to avoid interference.

Runtime Soft Resource Reallocation. Soft resources such as threads and network connections can be dynamically reallocated during runtime via flexible APIs provided by open-sourced software and third-party libraries. For example, we can adjust the thread pool size for the SpringBoot-based Cart service through the remote JMX access via Jolokia [26] and manage the database connection pool size in the Golang-based Catalogue service through a manually extended service via calling APIs in Golang package "database/sql". On the other hand, some applications tend to provide generic interfaces for dynamically configuring service parameters. For example, the Apache Thrift-based Social Network employs a ClientPool class to configure the settings of connections among services, such as the number of connections and timeout. Other internal (or deep) soft resources such as locks are more application-specific, and exposing these internal soft resources to the autoscaler requires extra effort by service developers.

5 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we first validate the generality of our SCG model on different types of soft resources (e.g., threads and network connections) using two representative benchmark applications (i.e., Sock Shop and Social Network) (Section 5.1). We then evaluate the effectiveness of Sora in assisting the hardware-only autoscaler in stabilizing performance fluctuations under six real-world bursty workload scenarios [17] (see Table 2). Concretely, we present that Sora integrated a state-of-the-art hardware-only autoscaler FIRM [47], which can effectively mitigate the response time fluctuations due to runtime system condition variations (Section 5.2 and 5.3). We also compare Sora with the state-of-the-art concurrency-aware concurrency adaptation framework ConScale [33], confirming that Sora can achieve higher goodput than the classic throughput-based model scaling management (Section 5.2). In this section, we use the same experimental setup in Section 2.2.

Figure 9: Validating our SCG model estimation of threads in Cart (a) and connections in Catalogue (b) and Home Timeline (c) using realistic system configuration. These results demonstrate that our model estimation outperforms the other three adjacent allocations in all three services.

5.1 Model Validation for Different Soft Resources Estimation

We show three case studies on the effectiveness of our SCG model in providing accurate optimal concurrency estimation for different critical soft resources (e.g., threads and connections). In this set of experiments, we first apply our SCG model to different services (left column of Figure 9) to estimate the optimal concurrency settings for different critical soft resources. We then validate the soft resource allocations recommended by SCG through extensive experiments (right column of Figure 9).

Case 1: Threads in Cart. Our first case study is to estimate the thread pool size for the SpringBoot-based Cart service from Sock Shop. To correctly obtain the optimal allocation of thread pool in Cart service using our SCG model, we correlate the runtime goodput and request processing concurrency in Cart to generate a scatter graph for optimal concurrency estimation as shown in Figure 9(a)(i). The figure shows that the SCG model recommends 5 threads as the optimal thread allocation in Cart service, which is sufficient to fully utilize CPU and guarantee SLAs. We validate the Cart thread pool size recommendation in Figure 9(a)(ii). In this evaluation, we gradually increase the Cart thread pool size from 3 to 25. The figure shows that the Thread Pool-5 achieves the highest goodput.
goodput, suggesting that either under- or over-allocation of the thread pool could lead to inefficient usage of underlying hardware resources.

**Case 2: Database Connections in Catalogue.** Our second case study is to estimate the database connection pool size for the Golang-based Catalogue service from Sock Shop. In Figure 9(b)(i), our SCG model suggests that 15 database connections in the Catalogue service can achieve the highest goodput while the response time threshold for goodput is 10ms. Such a recommendation is also validated through our extensive evaluation in Figure 9(b)(ii).

**Case 3: Request Connections in Post Storage.** Our third case study is to estimate the ClientPool (request connections) size for the Apache Thrift-based Post Storage service from Social Network. Figure 9(c)(i) shows the correlation of goodput and concurrency in Post Storage during a 3-minute experimental period. Our SCG model recommends 10 request connections in Post Storage as the optimal concurrency setting with a 15ms response time threshold. Our validation in Figure 9(c)(ii) confirms that such request connection pool allocation to Post Storage is indeed the optimal concurrency setting compared to other candidates.

5.2 Mitigating Response Time Fluctuations in Autoscaling

We validate our design by deploying Sora, FIRM, and ConScale in our private testbed (see Section 2.2). We implement a prototype of Sora that uses FIRM as the underlying hardware-only management framework. FIRM [47] provides an RL-based fine-grained hardware resource management for microservices. ConScale [33] is the state-of-the-art online concurrency adaptation framework, which correlates the runtime service throughput and concurrency for fast concurrency adaptation with autoscaling to stabilize the system’s response time during runtime. In this evaluation, we use the data from the benchmark application Sock Shop, and the maximum number of concurrent users for the Cart service is 3500. The duration of each workload trace is 12 minutes. Our experimental results demonstrate that scaling microservices in clouds to achieve good performance and high efficiency requires careful runtime concurrency adaptation.

**FIRM vs. Sora.** Figure 10 shows the performance (e.g., goodput and response time) comparison between FIRM and Sora under the same “Steep Tri Phase” workload trace for the Cart service. The left three figures (Figure 10(a)) show the FIRM case and the right figures (Figure 10(b)) show Sora case. In this set of experiments, we initially set the thread pool size in Cart to be 5, which is reasonable for the 2-core CPU limit scenario through pre-profiling in Section 5.1.

Sora achieves a relatively stable response time and goodput in a 12-minute experiment than that in the FIRM case (see Figure 10(a)(ii) and 10(b)(ii)). For example, large response time fluctuations and goodput drops in the FIRM case during the temporary overload phase (307s~345s and 512s~583s). Taking the period 512s~583s in Figure 10(a) as an example, as the workload continues to increase at 520s, we note that the number of incoming requests accumulates and significantly affects the system performance. After the Pod...
Figure 11: Performance comparison between ConScale and Sora under the same “Large Variation” workload. Figure 11(a) is for ConScale and Figure 11(b) is for Sora. Our framework Sora outperforms ConScale with a higher goodput since Sora adopts a latency-sensitive concurrency adaptation.

Table 3: Average goodput comparison between ConScale and Sora under six real-world bursty workload traces. The results show Sora outperforms ConScale to achieve higher goodput.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goodput [reqs/s]</th>
<th>Large Variation</th>
<th>Quick Varying</th>
<th>Slowly Varying</th>
<th>Big Phase</th>
<th>Steep Tri Phase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ConScale (SLA=1200ms)</td>
<td>985</td>
<td>1426</td>
<td>637</td>
<td>636</td>
<td>1066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sora (SLA=1200ms)</td>
<td>1207</td>
<td>1686</td>
<td>1007</td>
<td>677</td>
<td>1251</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We further compare the average goodput and tail response time (i.e., 95th and 99th percentile) between the hardware-only scaling frameworks and our framework Sora under other workload traces in Table 2. Our results indicate that Sora can significantly reduce the 95th and 99th percentile response time by 2.2× on average than FIRM. In the meantime, Sora can assist hardware-only scaling frameworks in achieving a goodput improvement as the goal of our SCG model.

ConScale vs. Sora. We also validate the effectiveness of our proposed Sora framework in mitigating response time fluctuations compared with the state-of-the-art concurrency-aware system scaling framework, ConScale. We configure both ConScale and Sora to adopt a simple threshold-based hardware scaling solution (i.e., Kubernetes VPA). Table 3 shows a goodput comparison between ConScale and Sora under the same six real-world bursty workload traces, demonstrating that Sora can provide higher goodput than the ConScale framework. The goodput observed in Table 3 is higher than that in Table 2 since Kubernetes VPA allocates much more hardware resources to react to the bursty workloads. Take the “Large Variation” case as an example, Figure 11(a)(i) shows the performance comparison between ConScale and Sora under the “Large Variation” workload trace [17]. For example, Figure 11(a)(i) shows that ConScale with runtime concurrency adaptation still experiences large response time spikes during the temporary overload phase (e.g., periods 180s~260s and 500s~570s). This is because ConScale uses a latency-agnostic throughput-based model (i.e., Scatter-Concurrency-Throughput (SCT) model) without taking response time into account, leading to the over-allocation of the thread pool and inefficient CPU utilization as shown in Figure 11(a)(ii) and (iii), respectively. In contrast to the SCT model, our goodput-based SCG model takes the response time constraints of Cart into consideration and recommends more rational concurrency allocations (i.e., 30 threads), which can also fully utilize the CPU resources and reduce SLO violations (see Figure 11(b)).

Readers may wonder whether we can simply replace the throughput with goodput to enable ConScale for SLA-based soft resource adaptation. The answer is no because goodput calculation requires appropriate latency threshold selection during runtime, as shown in Section 2.3. In a large-scale microservices-based system, the latency requirements of critical services may change over time due to the dynamic nature of microservices. Hence, one important contribution of our SCG goodput model is to dynamically identify the critical service and its runtime latency requirements and then nicely integrate both the throughput and latency requirements into a simple model.
5.3 Mitigating Response Time Fluctuations in System State Drifting

In this section, we validate the effectiveness of Sora in mitigating response time fluctuations when the microservices-based applications face the system state drifting (e.g., request type change). To avoid the impact of vertical scaling on optimal soft resource allocation, we deploy the Kubernetes Horizontal Pod Autoscaling (i.e., HPA) [7] in our private testbed to maintain the quality of service during runtime. The Kubernetes Autoscaling employs a rule-based scaling policy by monitoring resource utilization of microservice instances (e.g., Pod CPU utilization > 80%). We conduct evaluation experiments using the Post Storage service from the benchmark application Social Network, and we set the maximum number of concurrent users for the Read HomeTimeline service to 4500.

Figure 12 shows the performance comparison between Kubernetes HPA and Sora under the same “Large Variation” workload trace for the Read HomeTimeline service. The left three figures (Figure 12(a)) show the Kubernetes HPA case, and the right figures (Figure 12(b)) show Sora case. In this set of experiments, we initially set the request connection pool size to be 10 for each Post Storage replica, which is the optimal concurrency setting for the 2-core CPU limit scenario in Section 5.1. We start our experiments with all the concurrent users for the Read HomeTimeline service to 4500.

(a) The system response time spikes appear during 45s–82s, 222s–295s, 508s–578s under the “Large Variation” workload even with a threshold-based autoscaler to scale the critical service horizontally. The static 50 connections to Post Storage would become insufficient and cause performance degradation after the system state drifting at 451s.

(b) Relatively stable system response time under the same workload trace in (a) with Sora. Sora dynamically adjusts connection pool size based on the current parallelism of Post Storage and updates the optimal connections based on SCG model estimation after system state drifting.

Figure 12: Performance comparison between Kubernetes HPA and Sora under the same “Large Variation” workload. Figure 12(a) is for Kubernetes HPA and Figure 12(b) is for Sora. Our framework Sora can dynamically adjust soft resources (e.g., request connections) to adapt to the new system state due to request type change and stabilize the response time.

6 DISCUSSIONS

Scalability of Sora. Sora would work based on the assumption that our monitoring infrastructure can identify the critical services along the critical path in a large-scale system. We learn from FIRM [47] and implement an online distributed tracing but an offline data analysis on a centralized graph database, which stores the request/response timestamps of each microservice. Specifically, our SCG model estimates runtime service goodput and concurrency based on the request/response timestamps stored in the dedicated graph database, which does not add additional computational overhead to the target runtime system. We observed the collection of telemetry data and execution history graphs for critical service identification leads to a maximum CPU overhead of 5% and a 50ms computational overhead for all loads in our private testbed. However, Sora has two limitations that are subject to our future research: First, the efficiency of the centralized graph database determines the latency overhead of critical service extraction, which would limit the scalability of Sora. Second, the accuracy of critical service identification in the large-scale system would limit the effectiveness
of Sora. The state-of-the-art ML approach in FIRM [47] admits a 93% accuracy in a large-scale system.

**Applicability of Sora.** Unlike hardware resources, soft resources usually have a large configuration space due to the heterogeneous service implementation (Section 2.1). We notice not all soft resources are suitable for being runtime reconfigured by autoscaling solutions. For example, exposing some internal application-specific soft resources (e.g., locks) requires a significant engineering effort by service providers, which may limit the applicability of autoscaler. Hence, we target server threads and connections since they are the most generic soft resources for heterogeneous microservices and can directly control the request processing concurrency of each microservice. Fortunately, most service providers explicitly expose the tuning knobs of these two types of soft resources so that administrators can easily reconfigure them by changing hosting server parameters (e.g., Tomcat threads pool) or third-party library parameters (e.g., JDBC connection pool).

7 RELATED WORK

Previous research on stabilizing performance fluctuations to meet strict SLOs for microservices-based applications in clouds can be broadly divided into three categories:

**Autoscaling microservices-based applications** adopt techniques to elasticize computing resources in clouds [27, 45, 48]. These techniques can be further categorized into four groups: (a) threshold-based (or rule-based) [31, 42, 44], (b) statistical profiling-based [17, 54], (c) analytical model-based [8, 13, 40, 76], and (d) machine learning-based [23, 39, 51, 66, 71]. For example, Kubernetes Horizontal Pod Autoscaler [7] adopts a straightforward rule-based approach to elasticize computing resources (e.g., CPU and memory) based on observed resource utilization (e.g., CPU utilization > 80%). SHOWAR [8] adopts basic ideas from control theory and kernel-level performance metrics to determine the optimal hardware resource allocations (e.g., CPU and memory). FIRM [47] and Fifer [20] combine statistical profiling and machine learning-based approaches to reprovision hardware resources to reduce SLO violations adaptively. However, none of these approaches can correspondingly scale the soft resources (e.g., threads and TCP connections) in microservices-based applications, which controls the concurrent use of hardware resources and could become significant sources of performance instability (see Section 2.3).

**Analytical performance model for microservices-based applications** has been widely used to estimate the microservice capacity and performance gains [22, 25, 29, 35, 41, 49, 52, 56, 59, 73]. For example, ATOM [18] leverages queueing network model to estimate the computational optimization to maximize the system performance with minimal CPU shares. Alibaba group [36] conducts in-depth anatomy of microservices call-dependency based on a production trace analysis to optimize microservice designs for SLOs. MicroRCA [67] can locate root causes of performance issues in microservices by correlating application performance symptoms with corresponding system resource utilization. However, these approaches require significant human effort and expert knowledge to conduct performance tuning. Their work inspires us to improve our work to be more agile when handling runtime system condition variations.

**Experimental software reconfiguration approaches** for microservices-based applications have been studied extensively [34, 38, 43, 68–70, 72]. For example, BestConfig [75] automates the configuration tuning for general systems by combining the divide-and-conquer sampling method and the recursive bound-and-search algorithm. ConScale [33] utilizes a Scatter-Concurrency-Throughput (SCT) model based on statistical correlations between each server’s throughput and concurrency to quickly adapt the optimal soft resource configurations of key servers during the system scaling process. Iter8 [61] adopts online Bayesian learning and multi-armed bandit algorithms to enable microservices-based applications tailoring for SLOs in the cloud. Our work complements their work by integrating an online Scatter-Concurrency-Goodput (SCG) Model with more fine-grained runtime contextual information, which can capture each subtle change in system conditions and better adapt soft resource allocations for microservices-based applications.

8 CONCLUSION

We propose Sora, an online concurrency adapting framework that integrates latency constraints and fast concurrency adaptation for critical microservices and works together with other popular hardware-only autoscalers. Sora uses SCG, an online goodput-based model which collects fine-grained metrics extracted from various microservice instances to quickly determine an optimal soft resource setting for critical microservices during runtime. Our experiments using six real-world bursty workloads show that Sora can effectively reduce the tail response time of our microservices benchmark application at the 99th percentile by an average of 2.5x compared to the FIRM, and 1.5x to the state-of-the-art concurrency-aware system scaling strategy ConScale. Overall, Sora enables fast mitigation of user-perceived response time fluctuations by combining efficient hardware and soft resource provisioning, contributing to both high resource efficiency and high performance of modern cloud requirements.
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